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Fig. 2. Different Features of Computational Notebooks, partially based on [1]

Reactivity - automatic updating of outputs based on code changes
Reproducibility - another user gets the same notebook state
Streaming Data - changes in Data propagated to the notebook (BeakerX,
Tempe [2])
Scheduling - automatic execution at specified time intervals

Notebooks are interactive platforms to code, analyze data and visualize
within the same document.

Features to Improve [4]:
Transaction Support - revert to the previous state
Automatic Translation of Languages
Reliability: notebook kernels crash due to large input or many cells

Features that can be improved in Computational Notebooks: sharing, managing code and reliability. The choice of the notebook system depends on the
language, setup, the need for reactivity, and additional features required. Furthermore, Tableau and Power BI are market leaders in data visualization.
The Flink framework is gaining popularity because it processes data in real-time (in addition to Apache Spark features).

3. Interactive Analytics

Fig. 3. Comparison of Tableau and Power BI.

Tools like Power BI and Tableau process and analyze massive unstructured
data and visualize the results in interactive dashboards in real time.

1. Introduction
There are multiple tools that facilitate data scientists’ work in different
aspects. Analytical frameworks can be used to manage and organise the
data, and simplify the analysis and processing of data in various domains.
These frameworks provide a structured and efficient way to work with
data, enabling users to extract insights, make data-driven decisions, and
derive meaningful conclusions. The frameworks can be devided into 3
groups: Computational Notebooks, Frameworks for Interactive Analysis
and Frameworks for Data Stream Analysis.

Apache Spark and Apache Flink are popular frameworks that enable the
processing of large volumes of data in real-time [3].

Fig. 4. Comparison of Data Stream Frameworks

Fig. 1. Sample Notebook Layout.


